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President’s Report
Cheryl Lousley
It has been my pleasure to move into the role of President this year. I am
working with a wonderful group of board members generously volunteering
their time, enthusiasm, and ideas. Thank you to the executive for your
commitment to continuing to make ALECC a collegial, supportive, and
inspiring home for environmental humanities writers, artists, scholars,
community organizers, and activists.
One sign of the busy work going on behind the scenes is this edition of
ALECC News, edited by long-time ALECC tour-de-force Paul Huebener,
who also co-edited our flagship publication The Goose for many years. The
Goose first took flight as a newsletter but has since soared into a full-fledged
journal engaging contributors and readers around the world on the
environmental arts and culture. The role of ALECC News will be to keep
members informed about the organization, to build and sustain a sense of
community among members, to facilitate mentorship and career
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development, and to provide a face to potential new members about who
we are and what we do.

“We’d like to ensure the
organization is seen as a
relevant forum for people
working across the
environmental humanities.”

Another task the executive will be working on is membership
diversification. ALECC was created as an interdisciplinary organization
focused on a wide range of cultural fields and practices. Yet English literary
scholars have tended to predominate in our membership and leadership.
Our organization has also not yet attracted many writers or scholars of
colour, nor many Indigenous scholars and writers. We’d like to ensure the
organization is seen as a relevant forum for people working across the
environmental humanities.
We will have our Annual General Meeting this summer at the ASLE
conference at University of California, Davis, so for any of you planning to
attend that conference, please plan to participate in the AGM, which will
be held on Friday, June 28th, 5:30-6:30 pm.
I hope to see many of you there—and certainly in another year’s time at the
ALECC 2020 conference. We’ll be announcing conference details before
too long.

Rapport de la Presidente
Cheryl Lousley
C’est avec un grand plaisir que j’ai pris le rôle de présidente cette année. Je
travaille avec un groupe merveilleux de membres du conseil
d'administration qui oﬀrent généreusement leur temps, leur enthousiasme
et leurs idées. Je tiens à remercier le comité pour son engagement à
continuer de faire d'ALECC un lieu de collégialité, de soutien et
d'inspiration pour les écrivains, les artistes, les universitaires, les
organisateurs communautaires et les activistes dans les domaines des
sciences humaines de l'environnement.
Un signe du travail acharné qui se passe dans les coulisses, est ce numéro de
ALECC News, édité par Paul Huebener, «tour de force» de longue date du
groupe ALECC, et qui a également co-dirigé notre publication, The Goose,
pendant de nombreuses années. The Goose a d'abord pris son envol sous
forme de bulletin d'information, mais est depuis devenu un journal à part
entière engageant des contributeurs et des lecteurs du monde entier dans
les domaines des arts et de la culture liés à l'environnement. ALECC News
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aura pour rôle de tenir les membres informés sur l’organisation, de créer et
de maintenir un sentiment de communauté parmi les membres, de faciliter
le mentorat et le développement mais également de donner un visage aux
potentiels nouveaux membres à propos de ce que nous sommes et ce que
nous faisons.

“Nous voudrions nous assurer
que l’organisation est perçue
comme un forum pertinent
pour les personnes travaillant
dans l’ensemble des domaines
touchant aux sciences
humaines environnementales.”

Une autre tâche à laquelle le comité travaillera est la diversification des
membres. ALECC a été créé en tant qu'organisation interdisciplinaire axée
sur un large éventail de domaines et de pratiques culturelles. Pourtant, les
spécialistes de la littérature anglaise ont tendance à prédominer parmi nos
membres et nos dirigeants. De plus, notre organisation n'a pas encore attiré
beaucoup d'écrivains ou de chercheurs de couleur, ni de chercheurs et
d'écrivains autochtones. Nous voudrions nous assurer que l’organisation est
perçue comme un forum pertinent pour les personnes travaillant dans
l’ensemble des domaines touchant aux sciences humaines
environnementales.
Nous aurons notre assemblée générale annuelle cet été à la conférence
ASLE à l’Université de Californie à Davis. Si vous envisagez d’assister à
cette conférence, je vous encourage à participer à l’AG, qui se tiendra le
vendredi 28 juin de 17h30 à 18h30.
J’espère vous y voir nombreux et certainement l’année prochaine à la
conférence ALECC 2020. Nous annoncerons les détails de la conférence
très prochainement.

Alanna Bondar Memorial Book Prize
We are preparing to invite nominations for the next Alanna Bondar
Memorial Book Prize. This biennial award is named in honour of Dr.
Alanna F. Bondar (1968-2014), an ecocritic, ecofeminist, poet, teacher, and
founding member of ALECC.
In the spirit of Alanna Bondar’s own work, the committee seeks to award
the prize to provocative, original, and stimulating books on environmental
topics. Full details are available at http://alecc.ca/alanna-bondar/. The
nomination form will be available soon, with a submission deadline of
December 15, 2019.
The winner of the 2018 prize was Risk Criticism: Precautionary Reading in an
Age of Environmental Uncertainty by Molly Wallace. Overflowing with a
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brilliant mix of literary, ecological, and psychological insights, Molly
Wallace’s Risk Criticism examines the saturation of the planet by highly risky
materials of nuclear waste, toxic chemicals, plastics, and uranium mines.
Wallace brings together powerful trends in current ecocritical methods and
takes them further, demonstrating how to read and respond in an “age of
environmental uncertainty.” Many thanks to the jury: Joshua Schuster,
Adam Dickinson, and Emily McGiﬃn.
The winner of the next award, for books published in 2018 and 2019, will be
announced at ALECC’s 2020 conference.

New Publications by Members
Magnetic North: Sea Voyage to Svalbard by Jenna Butler
From the endangered Canadian boreal forest to the environmentally
threatened Svalbard archipelago oﬀ the coast of Norway, Jenna Butler takes
us on a sea voyage that connects continents and traces the impacts of
climate change on northern lands. With a conservationist, female gaze, she
questions explorer narratives and the mythic draw of the polar North. See
more…

On Active Grounds: Agency and Time in the Environmental
Humanities, edited by Robert Boschman and Mario Trono
On Active Grounds considers the themes of agency and time through the
burgeoning, interdisciplinary field of the environmental humanities.
Fourteen essays and a photo album cover topics such as environmental
practices and history, temporal literacy, graphic novels, ecocinema,
ecomusicology, animal studies, Indigeneity, wolf reintroduction,
environmental history, green conservatism, and social-ecological systems
change. Contributions by ALECC members include Pamela Banting’s
chapter “Anim-Oils: Wild Animals in Petro-Cultural Landscapes” and Paul
Huebener’s chapter “‘The clock’s wound up’: Critical Reading Practices in
the Time of Social Acceleration and Ecological Collapse.” See more…

Yardwork by Daniel Coleman
Yardwork (Wolsak & Wynn, 2017), a book of literary non-fiction about the
human and natural urban environment where Coleman lives in Hamilton
Ontario, was released as an Audible Book (Amazon, 2018), and was a finalist
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for the RBC Taylor Prize for literary non-fiction in January 2018. It was the
winner of the Best Book of Literary Non-Fiction and of the Kerry Schooley
Award for book most evocative of Hamilton, both administered by the
Hamilton Arts Council Literary Awards in December 2018. See more…

Death and the Pearl Maiden: Plague, Poetry, England by David
Coley
Death and the Pearl Maiden: Plague, Poetry, England asks why one of the
singular historical traumas of the later Middle Ages appears to be evoked so
fleetingly in fourteenth-century Middle English poetry, a body of work as
daring and socially engaged as any in English literary history. See more…

Yellow Crane by Susan Gillis
“In these clear-eyed, searching meditations on time, place, art, desire, and
the complex ecology of inner life—among other ecologies—a sensualist’s
love of the fleshed and fleeting world wrestles with the cognitive
dissonance of conscious life in our times. What Gillis says about a wasps’
nest might as well be said about her book: ‘Ingenious device, this paper
house. The wind rushes in its cells.’” —Suzanne Buﬀam. See more…

Of Land, Bones, and Money: Toward a South African Ecopoetics
by Emily McGiﬃn
The South African literature of iimbongi, the oral poets of the amaXhosa
people, has long shaped understandings of landscape and history and
oﬀered a forum for grappling with change. Of Land, Bones, and Money
examines the shifting role of these poets in South African society and the
ways in which they have helped inform responses to segregation, apartheid,
the injustices of extractive capitalism, and contemporary politics in South
Africa. See more…

Insomnia Bird: Edmonton Poems by Kelly Shepherd
At times emotionally quiet and reflective and at other times overtly
challenging, Shepherd’s poems rely on the reader’s familiarity and interest
in how sleep, city, and nature hold magic. Insomnia Bird: Edmonton Poems has
recently been shortlisted for two literary awards: the Stephan G.
Stephansson Award for Poetry and the 2019 Robert Kroetsch City of
Edmonton Book Prize. See more…
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Strange Attractor by Anne Simpson
All of us are many selves within our lifetimes, but we rely on a construct of
the self, one that is thrust upon us at birth, shaped during youth, and
reconstructed throughout our lives. Who is this self? What is the self in
relation to the other? What happens to the self during illness? Even after
our deaths we are not fully known. The poetry of Strange Attractor reveals
the self to be a construct that becomes, under scrutiny, as fluid as water.
See more…

On High by Neil Surkan
On High, Neil Surkan's debut collection of poetry, searches for spirits in
myriad places. Wondering how, why, and when to act with a conscience,
speakers try out steep hikes, strong drugs, and earnest meditations as they
attempt to make meaning in a divided and distracting world. See more…

beholden: a poem as long as the river by Fred Wah and Rita
Wong
Comprised of two lines of poetic text flowing along a 114-foot-long map of
the Columbia River, this powerful image-poem by acclaimed poets Fred
Wah and Rita Wong presents language yearning to understand the
consequences of our hydroelectric manipulation of one of North America’s
largest river systems. beholden has been shortlisted for the Dorothy Livesay
Poetry Prize. See more…

More Publications
Polly Atkin’s poetry pamphlet “With Invisible Rain” was published by New
Walk Editions in 2018. She also published two frog poems in The Scores: A
Journal of Poetry and Prose, no. 6. Her essay “‘why is it always a poem is a
walk?’: Towards an Ecocrip Poetics” appears in New Welsh Reader, no. 120,
2019.
Daniel Coleman and Richard W. Hill, Sr.’s article “The Two Row WampumCovenant Chain Tradition as a Guide for Indigenous-University Research
Partnerships” appears in Cultural Studies ↔ Critical Methodologies (2018).
Joanna Lilley’s essay, “Do We Have the Right to Write About Animals?” was
published in Ashland Creek Press’s Writing for Animals. The book is
described by the publisher as “a unique anthology of articles and essays to
inspire animal-themed creative writing.”
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Cate Sandilands edited a special cluster of articles on “Environmental
Literatures and Politics in Canada,” appearing in ISLE: Interdisciplinary
Studies in Literature and Environment, vol. 25, no. 2, 2018. The cluster includes
articles by Di Brandt, Mark Dickinson, Richard Pickard, Paul Huebener,
Jenny Kerber, Cheryl Lousley, Armand Garnet Ruﬀo, Lisa Szabo-Jones, Rita
Wong, and Matthew Zantingh. Topics include Indigenous ecology,
Canadian poetry, settler-colonial ecocriticism, critical time studies, spectral
environmentalisms, attention to streams and waterways, and more. The
introduction is available for free on the ISLE website.

Events and Campaigns

Rita Wong, defending land and water. Photo by Hiromi Goto.

Defence of Necessity Fundraising for Trans Mountain Trial
Rita Wong and four others who were arrested for opposing the Kinder
Morgan pipeline expansion went to court on April 15th in Vancouver,
arguing a defence of necessity based on climate change. The Crown has
suggested that Wong should spend 28 days in jail for her principled action
to defend the land and water. In an open letter to raise funds for the legal
defence, David Suzuki praises the actions of Rita and her fellow climate
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defenders, who will argue “that the imminent disaster of climate change
and decades of government failure to act has left them no legal alternative
but to engage in peaceful civil disobedience. They hope to be able to
establish a precedent in Canadian law and win a verdict that will guarantee
other climate defenders the right to employ this defence in future trials.”
To donate to the legal costs, please visit brokepipelinewatch.ca, click on
“Donate,” and add “CND” (for “Climate Necessity Defence”) after your last
name when filling out the form. Rita would also like you to visit the
Mountain Protectors page and their fundraising site.

Fermenting Feminism
Lauren Fournier’s ongoing, site-responsive project Fermenting Feminism will
be manifesting as an exhibition at Access Gallery in Vancouver in
September and October 2019, featuring new works by Indigenous and
settler artists. A second Fermenting Feminism publication, based on the
proceedings from the project’s gathering at the Medical Museion in
Copenhagen, is forthcoming from the Laboratory for Aesthetics and
Ecology in Berlin. For more information, and to download the digital
publication, visit Dr. Fournier’s website.

The Poetry and Ecology Project
Deborah Bowen (Professor Emerita of English, Redeemer University
College) has been delighted by the reception of the SSHRC-funded Poetry
and Ecology Project, that she and her senior undergraduate research
assistants launched in 2018. This project takes seriously Lawrence Buell’s
dictum that “the environmental crisis is a crisis of the imagination,” and
links local environmental initiatives with local poetry in a way that aims to
awaken readers’ imaginations to new ways of seeing. It consists of seven
leaflets on the topics of Food, Water, Trees, Birds, Wild Creatures, Flowers
and Pollinators, and Degraded Land. These leaflets and the larger project
have been featured in academic venues, book groups, seniors’ groups, faith
groups, ecological programs, local media, libraries, schools, and
environmental organizations. Bowen’s hope is that the project can become
a model for similar initiatives in other places. You can find the leaflets on
the Redeemer University College website.

Storying Climate Change
Cate Sandilands’ project on “Storying Climate Change,” funded by the
Pierre Elliott Trudeau Foundation, included a community-based workshop
in March 2018 and will result in the publication of a collection of fiction,
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poetry, and essays titled Rising Tides: Reflections for Climate Changing Times,
forthcoming in September 2019 from Caitlin Press.
If anyone is interested in hosting a local reading and discussion of climate
stories in their community, please contact Cate at essandi@yorku.ca. Some
remaining funds are available to support events held through April 2020.

Member News
Lauren Fournier has been awarded a SSHRC Postdoctoral Fellowship
(2019-2021) for a practice-based research project at the University of
Toronto in the John H. Daniels Faculty of Architecture, Landscape, and
Design.
Paul Huebener was promoted to Associate Professor at Athabasca
University in 2018.
Cheryl Lousley was based at two intellectually stimulating hubs for the
environmental humanities in 2018, with an Environmental Humanities
Fellowship at the Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities (IASH)
at the University of Edinburgh, and a Fulbright Canada Research Chair in
the Department of English at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
She shared her research in Canadian ecocriticism and learned much from
the faculty and graduate students in each place. For 2019-2021, she has been
awarded a Lakehead University Research Chair in the Environmental
Humanities.
Edie Steiner received a Research and Creation Grant from the Canada
Council for the Arts in 2018, for research in eastern Europe related to her
new film project, Borderland Memories. The work investigates themes around
the post–World War II forced migrations of millions of people from Silesia
and borderland regions, a history that her family was a part of, leaving their
properties behind to resettle in the west. The project is now in postproduction with a proposed completion date later this year.
Finally, Amanda Di Battista, co-editor of The Goose, welcomed Nathan into
the world on February 1, 2019. Congratulations, Amanda and family!
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Become an ALECC Member
Most of what our organization does to encourage and facilitate
environmental humanities art, writing, and scholarship is carried by the
passion and energy of our members. Paid membership provides funds to
support the website, The Goose, conferences, events, translation, and more.
Become a member, renew your membership, and join our discussion listserv
at https://alecc.ca/contact-us/.

Devenir un/une Membre d’ALECC
Ce que notre organisation fait pour encourager et faciliter l’art, l’écriture et
la recherche dans les sciences humaines de l’environnement repose
essentiellement sur la passion et l’énergie de nos membres.
L'adhésion payée fournit également des fonds pour soutenir le site Web, The
Goose, les conférences, les événements spéciaux, la traduction, et autre.
Devenez membre, renouvelez votre adhésion et rejoignez notre forum de
discussion à: https://alecc.ca/contacter/.

ALECC website: alecc.ca
The Goose: A Journal of Arts, Environment, and Culture in Canada: scholars.wlu.ca/thegoose/
ALECC News committee: Alexis Motuz, Caitlin Charman, Paul Huebener, and Richard Pickard
Translations by Joshua Schuster
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